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Support and solidarity with the nationwide protests and
rightful demands of teachers and retirees in Iran!
The solidarity committees with Iranian workers movement abroad, support the call of the ‘’council of
coordination of cultural guild organizations in Iran” for the protest Rally, on 14th and 15th of October.
We Also strongly support the call by the united retirees group’’ for 16th October rally, the epic day of
retirees, in front of the planning and budget organization, and we will inform the world and
international organizations, as well as progressive entities, worldwide, of their protests and righteous
demands.
These rallies and protests are held due to:









High prices of goods and inflation
Objection to low wages and salaries, which lead to the reduction of buying power
Protesting against the privatization of education (monetary education),
Degradation of education, lesser rights, violating the right to free education for all.
The lack of efficient and pervasive insurance
Lack of safe, secure and standard schools
Protest for the decline in teachers’ purchasing power, along with other sectors of society
Protesting for the imprisonment of teacher activists, and the continued arrest of teachers,
laborers and union activists & and other demands.
The hated capitalist regime of Iran, with its bankrupt economy and policies, with such lawlessness,
has implemented insecurity and fear throughout the Iranian society, including laws of whipping
sentences
About us: “ The Committee in Solidarity with the Iranian Labor Movement - Abroad" consis of
solidarity groups and individuals outside of Iran that support Iranian Workers' struggle for:
(1) Democratic rights and economic justice ;(2) Exposing anti- labor policies of the Islamic
Republic of Iran ;(3) Building bridges between the Iranian and international workers' movements.
AWNI: solidarityciwm@gmail.com

https://alternativeworkersnews.wordpress.com/
https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAERghU8t8faNPoLsUQ
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on the body of honorable teachers & other
workers. Subsequent of this, for teachers, and
other sectors of our society, there is no other way
than to fight and topple the system of oppression
and exploitation.
For the majority of society, workers, teachers,
medical staff, retirees, students and their parents,
youth and all sectors who are oppressed and
exploited, the acquisition of a dignified human
life is paramount to a satisfactory existence.

The provision of livelihood, free education and
Slogan:
ُ healthcare, is dependent on the organized and united Degradation of the teachers, destroys education.
struggle, and the link of the existing struggle on the Disregard for the teacher's livelihoods =
stage of society. This includes the strike by truck
neglecting the future of student !
drivers, teacher’s sit-ins and street protests of retirees,
labor and student movements, all in all in the form of a nationwide general strike, could lead to the
crippling of the existing corrupt Islamic system in Iran.
We must take the power from the rotten and corrupt capitalist system, and we have to hold the
destiny and sovereignty of our society by our hand and our own management.
Solidarity committees with Iranian workers movement – abroad
12 October, 2018
AWNI: solidarityciwm@gmail.com

http://nahadha.blogspot.com/
https://t.me/nahadhayehambastegi

The message from Tehran and Suburbs Bus Drivers' Syndicate
(VAHED) to the congress of the international federation of
Transport workers
Comrades, fellow workers, and representatives in the ITF congress held in Singapore 14th –
20thOctober,
With most sincere and warm salute and solidarity from VAHED syndicate, we hope that this
congress will mark yet another step toward the workers' and the working class objectives worldwide.
As you know, it was not possible for our representatives to join the congress, but we'd like to express
our solidarity with our fellow workers.
Ever since the reopening of our Syndicate back in 2004, we have tried our best to achieve the
workers' rights and demands. Unfortunately, our government, with the sole target of denying the
most basic rights of the workers' to establish their own independent organization, and by holding
contempt for our labor laws, as well as the international rights of the working class, has responded to
our syndicate with every suppressive measure possible – from arrest and interrogations, to firing and
imprisonment. Yet, we are determined to carry on our activities and resist the status quo, and we shall
continue with all our strength for the common interests of the working class.
Comrades and fellow workers!
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As you already know, we work under exhausting security conditions. Our activists have been
subjected to all kinds of surveillance and harassments. Reza Shahabi, a member of our board, was
imprisoned for more than six years under severe and unprecedented pressure and torture which
resulted in serious damage to his health. ITF, the International confederation of Trade-Unions, and
other international organizations have filed numerous complaints since 2005, which are available in
the freedom committee of ILO, but our security authorities still prevent him from returning to his job
and they have banned him from any union activity for two years, even though the legal term of his
imprisonment is already over.
Ebrahim Madadi and Davoud Razavi are other members of our
board who have been arrested and imprisoned time and again, and
after their last arrest, they were convicted to 64 months, and 5 years
imprisonment respectively. Their accusation was nothing but an
attempt to celebrate Mayday.
The uninterrupted endeavors of the syndicate and other activists and
organization had the achievement of bringing many of our illegallyfired coworkers back to their jobs, but still five members of our
syndicate have been fired for more than eight years and they were
deprived of their civil social and economic rights and live under
hard conditions. These members are as follows: Hassan Saeedi, Naser
R. Shahabi, E.Madadi, D.Razawi
Moharram-zadeh, Hossein Karimi Sabzevar, Reza Shahabi and Ms.
Farahnaz Shiri who was the first woman bus driver of VAHED Co.

Ms. Farahnaz Shiri

Moreover, throughout all cities in Iran, workers in manufacturing
companies, in the third sector, agriculture, and food companies, such as
Azar Ab, Hepco, Steel National Industries of Ahvaz, Haft-tapeh
Sugercane Co., Tabriz Combine factory, Railroad Co, and other
transporation companies, Oil manufacturing , and wood and paper
industries etc as well as the truck drivers (nationwide) and teachers
(working and retired), and students have faced life threats, were fired,
arrested and imprisoned. Their concerns and activities consisted of
nothing more than trade activities, nonviolent lawful protest for their
legal and denied rights, or protest against the privatization of and
shutting down of the factories, huge layoffs and the absence of any sort
of job security, and the impoverishment of the working class to the
point where they cannot meet the most basic needs of their families.

As we have noted in our previous statements, as well as the recent statement from ITF, more than
200 truck drivers have been arrested and some of them are facing possible death sentences, just
because of their recent strike for a minor improvement in their working conditions. Many students
are facing long term convictions, some for their solidarity with the protests of last January, and some
for mere trade protests for the conditions of dorms or privatization of education.
The suppressive and aggressive treatment of state officials and security forces in respond to all kinds
of legal and trade protest or independent workers' organization has become a routine and daily part of
our lives.
Comrades and workers' representatives of the congress!
it is a long time since the government of Iran has tried to forge and force his pseudo organizations
such as Islamic Labor Councils to our workers, and they are introduced to ILO congress and
committees as the "workers' representatives". Meanwhile all independent organizations were facing
obstacles for their Assemblies and legal activities. But for the past months, especially after the
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whistleblowing of our representatives, Reza Shahabi and Davoud Razavi, who were invited by the
French Syndicates and had fruitful meetings with ITF, our government has waged a new war
applying a new trick to undermine our organization.
Our state and security officials, desperate of direct suppression and imprisonment of our members,
are applying a new anti-workers' tactic and method to attack not only VAHED Syndicate, but
undermine other independent workers' organization.
By recruiting some ex-members of our syndicate, they are planning to create a pseudo syndicate
which would follow their anti-workers' interests. We have published a statement warning workers
and activists about this new method, and the text and documents proving our claim are available on
our website.
Fortunately, the trick of forging fake and anti-workers' state syndicates was rejected by the vast
majority of workers and activists throughout Iran and in the international community, and we hope
that this congress would respond accordingly and emphasizes the necessity of workers' organizations
that are thoroughly independent from state, employers and security officials.
We would like to add that Tehran and Suburbs Bus Drivers' Syndicate as a member of ITF has
always enjoyed your sincere support and we are grateful for your uninterrupted endeavors toward our
common objectives. We are not present at this congress, but we follow the course of this congress
with utmost enthusiasm and we wish the best for all the comrades, and this congress. The wars waged
against our class are increasingly finding new dimensions, and facing the full attack of global capital
against the working class, and with the austerity measures and warmongers, both locally and
globally, we need the workers' unity and solidarity throughout all countries more than ever.
Long live the working class solidarity
With fraternity and comradeship,
Tehran and Suburbs Bus Drivers' Syndicate
13th Oct 2018

ITF denounces Iran’s threat
of death penalty in truck strike
The International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) has condemned in the strongest of terms a
reported call by an Iranian court for the issuing of the death penalty against 17 activists involved in a
widespread truckers’ strike.
12/10/2018
“The death penalty for striking is the most serious of violations of workers’ rights, it’s inhumane and
unthinkable”, said ITF general secretary Stephen Cotton. “From what we understand, Iran’s truckers
took action as a last resort in the struggle to feed their families. The threat of the death penalty is
utterly disproportionate.
“ITF affiliates globally are urging the Iranian government to listen to their truckers’ demands. It is
economic solutions that are needed. Not threats of executions,” he added.
Mr Cotton has approached the International Labour Organization (ILO), of which Iran is a founder
and governing body member, and asked the UN agency to intervene.
The
ITF raised
concerns
last
week
(http://www.itfglobal.org/en/news-events/pressreleases/2018/october/itf-statement-on-iran-truckers-strike/) about the treatment of self-organised
truck workers taking industrial action after 150 truckers were arrested and members of the judiciary
made threats to issue the death penalty. Since then the number of reported arrests has risen to over 200
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Then, on 8 October the state-run IRNA news agency reported that a court in Qazvin province has
requested possible death sentences for 17 of those who took action.
Iran’s truckers have seen their wages and standard of living decline steadily over the last two
decades. Their job security has been under attack, thousands have had their pay delayed for months
and all are suffering from extreme inflation.
Since September 22 2018, in an effort to raise awareness of their plight, almost half a million truck
drivers have been participating in actions across 290 cities in 31 states. The truck drivers have been
urging their government to address their grievances over poverty earnings - and to be allowed to have
a voice in decisions affecting their livelihoods.

Statement of truckers and drivers
of the fleet of road transport
Dear countrymen,
Oppressed drivers, truck owners and braved oppressed people of Iran,
With congratulations and gratitude to the truck owners and the honorable drivers who, with the
sustainability of getting their deserved rights in three different strikes, especially the three-week-old
strike of October, they were able to take a step forward and now they have 3 out of their 17 rights
ratified.
We are truckers and drivers of the road transport fleet. It is our highest honor to serve the honorable
people of Iran. We are working days and nights on dangerous roads, due to the high price of tires and
spare parts and fixed fares on the one hand, and the
lack of attention of government officials to our
demands, on the other hand, rightfully started a
strike from September 23rd, 2018 to today, October
13th 2018, to obtain our basic rights.
Asking for our demands have been going on for a
long time, and in the months of June and August,
we have been struggling for this reason; but each
time with promises by authorities, we ended our
strike until we decided in the October to strike
again to take a practical answer to our demands.
We decided not to break our strike until getting a
Text:
practical answer to them.
Nationwide protest of truckers of transport section!
Stand and fight back for your rights!

On October strike, all truckers and drivers (except for Trucker of Dahafan
a handful of traitors), steadfastness participated in 318
cities in all Iran's provinces. The stickers neutralized the deception and threats by the officials with
determination. In spite of hardship livelihood, they continued to strike with zeal and courtesy.
Admirably they stood strong on their demands.
Dear countrymen,
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Drivers and Truck owners want to see the implementation of their three demands by the authorities in
action. We will stop our strike temporarily on October 14th but let's inform the government officials
that they should accept the rest of our demands, otherwise, we will resume the strike again with full
forces.
Congratulations to all our honorable colleagues for the success of the first step towards the
conferment of part of their rights and greeting to all the people who have supported our strikes and
our desires, inside and outside of Iran, especially from our colleagues in different countries, including
“the International Transport Federation”.
Formations of truckers and drivers of the fleet of road transport
October 13th, 2018

The third stage of the strike of drivers was temporarily
completed: after three weeks strike ended temporarily!
Eventually, after three weeks of truck drivers strike, in all of the country's provinces and in more than
٣١٨cities, the joint demands for a plan, by reaching three demands from the dead, called for their
right, that's mean:
1 - Change in fare per tonne of
distance
2 -.Redirecting the transit route and
conditions for transportation of
petroleum products
3 - .A comprehensive plan for the
modernization and provision of the
ground fleet with the provision of road
section proposals, by issuing a
statement signed by "Truckers 'and Motor Vehicle Drivers' groups", have temporarily ceased their
strike from October 14th, and they have declared: "but we declare to the government officials that we
must meet the rest of our legitimate demands. Otherwise, we will resume strike again with full
force.“

“Sugar Cane Haft Tapeh” Union
Supports the Strike of Iranian Teachers
The council coordinator of the teacher unions called for a public strike on October 14th and 15th.
Teachers are part of the working class. They demand releasing of the imprisoned teachers. They
protest against inflation and poverty. They want better standards of living and suitable wages. Also,
they demand free education for their children and the elimination of private schools.
The Sugar Cane Haft Tapeh Union supports these demands and emphasizes for having a better life,
free education, free health insurance and social services for all people, including immigrants who are
residents of Iran, are basic human rights. The government must realize and meet these demands
without any condition.
We, the members of the Sugar Cane Haft Tapeh Union, believe that victory belongs to you.
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A New Round of Protest of Railroad Workers
Railroad workers began a new round of protest on Sept. 29th.
The protest began because their payments were behind. They
demand the payment of their wages.
At this event, the railroad workers of Shahroud and some
other places participated in a rally, but their demands were left
without a response from the companies.
The workers neither got their payments nor insurance
coverage for the last 2 months. They demand compensation.

Calling for the assembly and protest

of the workers of the company's railroad engineering company
from 27 October to 01 November
Statement of the Council for the Coordination of Workers and Staff
Maintenance of Railway Technical Buildings. Workers and workers of
the railway,
Dear colleagues
As you know, the gathering of workers from the company's railroad
engineering company from July 20th began to protest against the payment
of three to four months' wages.
The gatherings were held in different cities in the provinces of Khorasan,
Slogan:
Azerbaijan, Lorestan, Isfahan, Zanjan and Islamshahr, Karaj, Shahroud,
we, the railway worker(per-way),
Semnan, Damghan, Gorgan, Varamin, Arak, Urmia, Andimeshk, Zahedan
have not received our wages for
and Tehran. Other times, on Saturday, September 29, 2018, Shahroud railseveral months!
Way workers stopped working and objected to the failure to receive a few
months' salary. Also on Saturday, October 06, 2018, Sarakhs area workers in Khorasan Province stopped
working and went to the city's governorate and governorate in protest of their failure to pay their salaries.
Officials have repeatedly promised that the workers' demands will be paid to them, but they promised them
and the workers still did not receive a few months' salary and six years' last year bonus, and only 22 of Tabriz
railway staff managed to get their years. However, inflation is higher every day, the basic requirements of life
become more expensive every day, and railway workers do not receive the same insignificant rights.
Railway workers are among the most disadvantaged, and their salaries are, at best, one million or one million
seven hundred, and most of it is spent on renting homes and water and electricity, and if we do not address
them, we are witnessing a humanitarian catastrophe.The Council for the coordination of buildings and
Buildings, while paying attention to the public atrocities in the state of the workers' unhappiness, in the first
stage, publicly condemned workers to protest rallies in all regions from 27 October to 01 November.
The workers and employees of the technical maintenance of the railways, which includes 6500 workers, seek
to "pay health insurance, pay full salary, cancel temporary contracts and conclude permanent contracts, have
the right to assemble and hold it whenever a worker needs to plan his problems. , The suspension of the
dismissal of workers under the title "Adjustment" and the exact date of payment of salaries by management ".
The Council for the Coordination of Workers and Staff Maintenance of Railway Technical Buildings
26 October 2018
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After tow days
Rassol Badagi (the imprisoned teacher)
In Iran, Teacher’s trade centers, as Coordinating Council for Trade Organizations in a statement
released on October 14 and 15 announced general strike due to unbearable economic conditions,
including inflation, teacher’s low salaries and abysmal educational qualities in the country. The
Coordinating Council called upon teachers and the people of Iran to show their solidarity with this
cause and plan to set off a general strike. Considering the existing dissatisfactory feelings about the
educational situation, teachers welcomed it and in many cities strikes were kicked off. There are
some specifics about this strike:
1- Teachers revealed openly their protests and
demonstrations to security forces which is a new stage
in their legitimate struggle
2- Women have participated in the recent teacher
protests in great numbers. Women comprise more than
half of the teachers in Iran.
3Students also supported teacher’s protest,
indicating a new step for solidarity between different
trade groups.
Slogan:
4- These mass protests
Jail is not where a teacher must be!
did not have serious political
costs and only administrator of the teacher’s coordinating
council was arrested.
In general, trade activities have joined ideas about stating the
government has decreased, experiences, remaining, and
international has created the people’s ideas. Although, the
mauling responsible us not open to people’ ideas and
officials do not respected people’s words and these on the .
part of the people indicates is a dictatorial policies of the
Slogan:
government. In these strikes we cannot expect Muslims to
Jail is not a place for student!
Get your ideas because the Islamic Republic has ideas .
undemocratic and peoples’ language is please. It is in front
of everyone that statements for joint ideas are together.

Teachers and students on a common path
October 14, 2018
Today, in many parts of the country, teachers in schools, which are always seeded consciousness,
stood consciously to protest the growing trend of injustice. They raised up in order to stand for
achieve the most basic structure of the general education system, and against against discrimination.
Teachers in Iran protested during last year, had experienced all the possible ways to their demands,
and had tried all the means to send their voices to the authorities, but they did not find any responses
and hearing.
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In the statements and announcements of the
Coordinating Council of Iranian Cultural
Organizations, written on the occasion of
this sit-in, part of the demands and
objections of teachers are announced as
follows:
1 Protest to commodity training
2 Protest the low salary
3 Protesting Excitement and Inflation
4 Protest to imprison teachers

Students' solidarity with teachers' sit-ins!

5 Objections to the violation of the right to free and public education
6 Requests for safe and secure schools
7 Demand to reduce the purchasing power of teachers alongside other people and society
8 Demands to eliminate discrimination from the structure of the educational system
9 Defending the sit-in and organization as the absolute rights
10 protest to loot across the cultural reserve fund
11 Requests for comprehensive insurance
12 Objections to the non-implementation of the Law on public Service Management
13 Protest the full-time teacher's plans
14 Objections against the failure of implementation of the ranking plan
15 Requests for the release of jailed teachers
Looking at the demands and the objections of teachers' protests, it can be clearly show that the
teachers of this land, albeit under the pressure of livelihoods and abetting them and putting them
under the blunt of suppression of police and security forces, but their protest is not limited to
themselves, and as if they speak the language of the whole community and shout for the whole
community. Especially since today's protests and demands of our students are more than ever
coenside with teachers' protests, and there is a meaningful episode in common:
In protest against the commodification and privatization of education. Against this ongoing process
of violating the rights of the free and fair education and drop the quality of education; from the
shrinking of the independent trade union organizing and the security encounters with the activists of
the arena of education and in demand for the release of our jailed political activists, all represent the
facts:
Common pains and common screams.
The councils of the students of the Iran defend the rights to protest and sit down the trade councils of
teachers and support their claims as legal, necessary and common rights, and alongside with them in
protest against commodification and militarization of education and in all instances our protests will
stand as the past!
The Guild Council of Students in Iran
October 14, 2018

